






Angry Birds 
 
This is a large scale version of the extremely popular internet game.   
 
Rules of play 
• Two campers will hold the bird launcher. Two campers will launch birds.  Two 
campers will secure the bird launchers. The rest of the camp will make pig sounds.  
Dean or designate will serve as overseer for the event. 
 
• Boxes will be set up in random patterns for destruction, with pigs hidden in random 
places.  Pigs must be visible to all players, not hidden in the boxes. 
 
• Approved sites for play 
 Bishops Cabins field 
 Outside Snack Shop between Wesley and Dining Hall 
 
• Time and location must be reserved with Mary. 
 
• Setup must be repeated until each level is successfully accomplished.  
Accomplishment means structure is completely knocked down.  There are photos of 
setups available for reference.  Program, Adventure and HOPE Staffs will be trained 
in the rules and setups for this game. 



Bean Bag Toss Game Rules 
 
Setup 
• The boxes are placed 30 

feet apart from the 
center of the hole to the 
center of the other hole. 

Game Rules: 
• The game can be played 

with either 2 or 4 
players.   

• Each team has 4 bags to 
throw.   

• When 4 players are 
playing, one member 
from each team stands 
at both ends of the 
boxes.   

• Each player must throw 
from behind the front of 
the box. This is the foul 
line. The player must not 
pass the foul line or the 
player’s throw does not 
count and the bag is 
removed.   

• Each team alternates shots beginning with the team that scored the last point. 
Scoring 
• Points are scored when a player has a bag on the board or in the hole.   
• Only one team can score points per round because points cancel each other out.    
• A bag put on the board = 1 point 
• A bag put in the hole = 3 points 
• The maximum amount of points scored in a single round is 12 points. (4 bags from the 

same team in the hole) An example of cancellation of points is if one team has 1 bag in 
the hole and 3 bags on the board and the other team has 2 bags in the hole and none on 
the board.  3 + 1 + 1 + 1 =  3 + 3 + 0 + 0.  If this were to happen in a game the resulting 
round would be called a wash and the first team to throw in the last round would throw 
again in the next round. 

• The game is over when one team scores 21 points, but the winning team must win by 2 
points.   

• A bag that hits another players bag or any other bag is legal and still in play. If a player 
throws a bag and the result is that it hits the other players bag in the hole, the bag in the 
hole counts as such. If a player knocks another players bag off of the board, that bag 
stays off of the board.   

• A bag that hits the ground for any reason is considered dead. If a bag bounces and lands 
on the board it is dead and must be removed from the board before play may continue.   



DODGEBALL	  
Dodgeball is a game in which players on two teams try to throw large balls at each other while 

avoiding being hit themselves. In the United States, the game is typically played among children 
6-12 in elementary school. However, internationally, the sport has also emerged as a 

popular middle school, high school and college sport. It is also popular in informal settings and is 
often played on a playground, in a gym, or in organized recreational leagues. 

There are many variations of the game, but generally the main objective of each team is to 
eliminate all members of the opposing team by hitting them with thrown balls, catching a ball 
thrown by a member of the opposing team, or forcing them to move outside the court boundaries 
when a ball is thrown at them.  
 
Equipment 
The number of dodgeballs used in the game often varies, but three to ten is common. Exceptions 
are usually made if a court is particularly small or if many people participate. More balls generally 
adds to the amount of action in a game, but can result in stalemate with many blocks. Six is the 
minimum number of balls to conduct a game with enforced rules. An odd number is generally 
favorable as one team will necessarily have a majority of balls in possession and should take the 
offensive role. 
The standard worldwide measurement and material for a dodgeball is a seven inch foam ball; 
however, most dodgeballs are roughly the size of a volleyball and composed of foam with a 
thin plastic shell. Some dodgeballs are made of rubber and some more specialized ones have a 
padded canvas surface. Some leagues allow the use of multiple sizes of dodgeballs in a single 
match, while others use one standard size for all balls. The size of balls typically used in Canada 
are 7" to 8.25" in diameter, and are made of a soft foam with an exterior coating. Individual 
tournaments or leagues may choose to use larger, rubber balls, as well. 
 
Court 
An example of a dodgeball court used in the National Dodgeball League 
A typical dodgeball game is usually played on a basketball court, volleyball court, fenced area or 
even an Australian Rules Football oval or soccer pitch. There is no fixed dodgeball court design. 
The game is picked on the best available surface that is usually one of the above mentioned. 
Unless it is a variation of dodgeball, the court must have a center line. 
 
Rules of game 
Dodgeball players preparing for the opening rush 
At the beginning of a dodgeball game, the balls are lined up on the central dividing line (in some 
versions of the game, the balls are thrown in the air for the players to catch or divided evenly to 
both the teams pre-match). The players then rush towards the center line simultaneously and try 
to grab one of the dodgeballs and throw or roll it backwards to their teammates (they cannot pick 
up a ball and throw it instantly however this rule is based on the way people play. This is known 
as the opening rush. Once the game has commenced, players throw balls at members of the 
opposing team in an attempt to eliminate the players. 
When a player has been hit by a dodgeball "on the full" (i.e., without hitting the roof, the floor, any 
of the walls, or an outside object and rebounding off) and no one catches it before it becomes 
dead, that player has been eliminated and must move to his team's designated bench area 
(players are still out if the ball rebounds off another dodgeball and/or player and hits them on the 
full). The same rule applies if any number of people try to catch the ball but drop it. Depending on 
the rules and variation, "headshots" (balls thrown in dodgeball that hit an opposing player in the 
head) may either result in the thrower being out, or the person being hit being out. 
If a player catches a ball thrown by the opposing team on the full, then the player who threw the 
ball is eliminated, and the team that caught the ball can reinstate the player that has been out the 
longest (or depending on the rules, the player(s) whom the thrower eliminated, or even the whole 
team). Some variations change the reinstatement limit. As long as the ball has been caught in 
any way and is held for two seconds, the thrower is out (i.e., even if the ball is caught between 
the legs, the thrower is still out). If a dodgeball hits an opposing player but gets caught by one of 
the hit player's teammates, the thrower is out, a player gets reinstated, and the player who got hit 



DODGEBALL	  
stays in. A variation if the dodgeball game is played on a basketball court is that if a player throws 
the ball and it goes into the opposing basket and/or it hits the basketball backboard on the full, the 
whole team gets resurrected. The ball is still counted to have hit the backboard or scored a 
basket on the full if it rebounded off another dodgeball or it was deflected into the backboard by 
an opposing player. If the ball hits the backboard supports and/or the ring but fails to hit the 
backboard or go into the hoop, there is no effect. Players cannot be caught out if the ball hits the 
backboard, backboard supports, and/or the ring. 
Players can pick up dead balls and throw them back at the other team. Players are allowed to 
leave the confines of the court to gather balls that have rolled out of bounds, but cannot throw the 
ball until they are back inside the court. A ball thrown from outside the court cannot eliminate an 
opponent who is hit. It only succeeds in getting the thrower automatically eliminated. If that ball 
however is caught on the full, the opposition can reinstate the player that has been out the 
longest from their team. A player who moves completely out of bounds when a ball is thrown at 
them and does not catch that ball is also eliminated. If a player moves into the opponent's zone or 
picks up a ball from inside the opponent's zone without it fully rolling inside their zone, that player 
is out. Players can also get eliminated if their throw hits an opponent on the head (Directly on 
purpose), displays bad sportsmanship, or cheats. Kicking the balls is prohibited. 
Depending on the rules of a particular game, a ball in the possession of a player can be used to 
block incoming balls thrown by the opposing team. If the ball is knocked out of his hand by 
another thrower, however, the player that had been holding the ball is then considered 'out'. Many 
games end this way when there are only 2 players left. If there are two players left, and one 
throws a ball at the other who then catches it, the player who threw the ball is out and the game is 
over. Once all players except one on one team is eliminated, the game is over. 
Another alternate rule is ‘No Lines’ or open court. This rule is used at a point in the game when 
there are few players left and it was too easy to dodge the ball with all the extra room. When ‘No 
Lines’ is declared, all boundary lines no longer count and the players can go anywhere to get a 
better shot at their opponent. [1] 
	  



Ga-ga Ball 

 

Gameplay 

Ga-ga, an Israeli form of dodgeball, has become a camp phenomenon.Ga-ga is played in a 
large octagon called the Ga-ga Pit. Ga-ga begins with someone throwing the gaga ball up into 
the air. When it bounces the players say "Ga" each bounce for the first three bounces. After 
three bounces the ball is in play and the game starts. If the ball is caught after a player pops it 
up (see rule 4 below) then this will repeat. Using the walls of the octagon to aid in jumping is 
legal as long as the player does not permanently sit on the ledge of the octagon. Sometimes, 
closed hand hits may be banned. When there is a strong enough pit, some places may allow 
eliminated players to sit on the wall of the octagon. 

Rules   The rules of Ga-ga are as follows: 

1.You can scoop it but no picking it up the ball and throwing it at a player is allowed. 

2. If the ball touches a player anywhere on or below the knees, that player is eliminated from the 
game. 

3. A player cannot touch the ball two times sequentially, the ball must either hit the wall of the 
octagon or another player before that player can touch the ball again. If the player violates this 
rule, it is called a double touch and that player is out. 

4. If a player pops the ball up into the air, then another player may catch it, and ground it. 

5. If a player hits the ball out of the court, and the ball doesn't hit anybody or anything then the 
player who hit it is out. 

Adaptation for home play (Ga-ga) 

Many places do not have a Ga-ga pit; an enclosed building or area (such as a play room or half 
basketball court) is used instead.  

A common variant for home play is Ga-ga; which entails the same rules as regular Ga-ga, but 
played in an open area instead of a pit. The rules are then changed to allow infinite hits without 
rebounds or limiting how many times one can hit the ball before making contact with an 
opponent. 

Representative injuries of Ga-ga 

Ga-ga is an intense game that can be enjoyed by many age groups but can cause serious injury 
at the more competitive levels. 

 

 



 

Ga-ga knuckle 

Ga-ga knuckle is a common injury associated with ga-ga. The injury is nicknamed as such 
because it results from the player's knuckles scraping against the playing surface in an attempt 
to hit the ball, and the most common symptom is bleeding knuckles. The injury commonly afflicts 
players who hit with a closed fist. In most circumstances the injury is treated with a quick trip to 
the camp nurse, who will have the player clean the wound with soap and water and cover it with 
a bandage. The injury is painful on turf or dirt surfaces, but can be especially severe if the 
surface is paved. The scars resulting from Ga-ga knuckle may take a week or more to heal. To 
prevent this specific injury a baseball batting glove is sometimes worn. Some players wear a 
sock on their hands to prevent injury. 

Head collisions 

Players attempting to gain offensive control of the ball may collide headfirst while sprinting 
toward the ball, especially when the ball has stopped in a neutral area away from other players. 
Because players are looking downward toward the ball and are running with their heads in the 
lead position, this can lead to collisions and head injuries. It is also common for players to get hit 
in the face by the ball. 

Introduction and Play Outside of Israel 

Ga-ga was played amongst the Australian Jewish community of Perth, Western Australia as 
early as the 1960s. The 1980s saw a thriving period for junior competition Ga-ga. The game 
was introduced here through the exchange of Israeli madrichim (counselors) to Australia or 
Australian madrichim returning from Israel. The game spread to the United States through 
Australian and/or Israeli madrichim. 

European Championships 

The Ga-ga European Championship was first held in 2000 in Lisbon, Portugal. Highly 
competitive, 36 countries participate every summer in game play. Noted winners include 
Gregory Scott Bradley (winner 2001, 2002, and 2004), representing the United States. 

 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



Human Hungry Hippos 
 
*Just watch those fingers - keep them away from the wheels!* 
 
What you'll need: 
1.  Some kind of rolling boards that will hold people and put up with being pushed 
and pulled. 
2.  Ball Pit Balls (roughly 30-40)  
3.  Baskets (round plastic laundry baskets work the best) 
4.  Rope to tie onto boards if you want to use rope instead of man-power. 
 
Make 4 groups, one in each corner of the room.  Each team - at the same time - will 
push their first player out to the middle trying to capture balls in their baskets.  Pull 
them back.  Next person lies down on board, push them out, collect balls, pull them 
back.  When all the balls are gone from the center, count to see which team has the 
most.  Play again. 
 
HAVE FUN!!! 



Kingdom Quest 
 
Set Up – grab the orange cones or NFC rope and set a boundary at least 40’ x 40’.  There will 
be a bag available with the rest of the stuff needed for this game in Snack Shop Basement.  It 
will contain ping pong balls and/or tennis balls, webbing for circles, a face mask, a helmet and 
pinneys.  Get the obstacle pieces as well.  Set the course inside the cones. 
 
To Play: 
Object is to maneuver through the course with something in runner’s hand.  This object is to be 
placed in the crate right by the exit. 
The challenge is for the other team members to try to disqualify the runner by tossing ping 
pong/tennis balls at the arms or back of the runner from the webbing circles placed outside the 
boundary area. 
 
Winning  
Once the milk crate is filled, the round is over. 
 
This may be played as one large team competing against the clock or in teams competing 
against each other. 
 
This is intended to be used with spiritual applications.  Some suggestions… 
 • what obstacles might there be to accomplishing a goal, either individually or 
corporately? 
 • how can experience or history help accomplish the task? 
 • how are our individual journeys used to build the Kingdom of God? 
 • how can our personal journey be used to help others find the Kingdom of God? 
	  	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  



Spikeball 
 
 
How do I play? 
Teams – two teams of two (four total).  Each team starts on opposite sides of the net. 
 
Serving – Team One serves by hitting the ball off the net towards Team Two.  Team Two has 
up to 3 hits between them before returning the ball to the net.  (Note, it is not required that you 
use all 3 of your hits.) This continues as a volley until one team can not return the ball.  Side-out 
scoring is used (you can only score when serving). To determine who serves first, the teams 
should volley.  Once the game has begun, each team alternates serves between players. 
 
Important: Once the ball is in play, there are no longer “sides.” Each team member can run 
anywhere at any time.  Teams switch serving sides once the first team has reached 11 points.  
The first team to 11 points usually has the most trash talking at this point. 
 
Serving Etiquette – There are two schools of thought on serving.  The “GET IT IN PLAY” serve 
means the serve should be easy of enough that the opposing team can return it with little effort.  
This style encourages longer, more competitive rallies. 
 
The second option, “BRING THE HURT” serve means anything goes, hit as hard or as soft as 
you like.  This method gives the serving team the advantage and makes the game more 
competitive. 
 
There is no right or wrong in these two methods.  Choose one that works for you and your 
crowd and get playing. 
 
Scoring – First team to 21 wins (must win by two points).  Use side-out scoring.  If your team 
served and the other team cannot return your shot, you’ve won a point.  Note: You can only 
score when serving. 
 
What about… 
• To avoid a brawl, the opposing team must always put forth an honest effort to get out of the 
way of the “hitting” team.  If a solution is unclear, the point becomes a do-over. 
• If your shot hits the rim it is known as a “rimmer” and is side-out. 
• If your shot hits a “pocket” (kind of on the net and kind of on the rim) you do the point over.  
Sorry, we don’t have a clever name for this type of shot, call it a “Pocket.” 
• If the ball does not bounce off the net, the point is side-out. 
• In order for the ball to be in play, after hitting the net, it must clear the rim.  If it doesn’t it is 
side-out. 
• In order for the ball to be in play, after hitting the net, it must clear the rim.  If it doesn’t it is 
side-out. 
• Body shots are legal…for the most part.  You cannot use your legs but if needed you can use 
forearms and chest.  This rule has caused quite a bit of controversy on the Spikeball circuit.  
Proceed at your own risk. 



Funnel Ball 
 
The Funnel Ball Game provides access to a classic playground activity. Funnel 
ball helps your children remain active and compete with each other. This funnel 
ball comes with a painted post as shown and all necessary hardware. Includes a 
3.5 inch diameter 9 foot high galvanized post. Painted posts are available in 2 
colors. The dimensions are as follows: 32" high with a 42" top opening and 11" 
exit holes. This product ships in 1 box with a hoop (67 lbs) and 1 loose pole (31 
lbs). 
 
 

• 4 players stand inside circle, facing a ball chute 
• RED always begins the game by throwing the ball into the funnel 
• Players anticipate catching the ball if it comes out of your chute 
• Use a timer or 1st 3 players in line may count to 60  -  3 times and game is over 
• A player can get “out” if: 

1.   ball does not go in funnel 
2.   ball bounces twice before catching it 
3.   ball is caught outside circle 

	  



Wrist Rockets 
Safety and Use Instructions 

 
Always place ammo in the center of the pouch.  Use only Jumonville approved kibble 
for ammo. 
 
Do not pull or draw the powerbands directly backward to the eye.  Do not aim at 
anything or anyone other than approved target. 
 
ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GLASSES while using wrist rocket. 
 
There is a 225 yard range on the wrist rocket.   Clear shooting area of people and 
property.  Inspect powerbands before each use. 
 
To install new powerbands, first repolish the aluminum fork ends with fine steel wool 
to remove any small nicks.  Then apply about 1/8” of rubbing alcohol on the tips of 
the new bands and slip the new bands on. (Do not use water.)  Wait 24 hours before 
shooting or pulling on the bands.  Do not snap the slingshot without ammo in the 
pouch since this will cause unnecessary wear on the bands. 
 
FAILURE TO ABIDE BY THESE RULES WILL MEAN FORFEITURE OF TURN IN ROTATION. 
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